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ABSTRACT: For identity verification and authentication purposes we introduced an Identity based cryptography (IBC) into peer-to-peer (P2P) . However problems on secure private key issuing could not be addressed by current IBC-based solution. In this paper we present an IBC infrastructure setup phase, a peer registration solution using Shamir’s (k, n) secret sharing scheme, and a secure key issuing scheme, which adopts key generate center (KGC) and key privacy authorities (KPAs) to issue private keys to peers securely in order to enable the IBC systems to be more acceptable and applicable in real-world P2P networks. We use Byzantine fault tolerance protocol to develop a scheme to authenticate KPAs and to maintain a security of KPAs. This has theoretical analysis and experimental results that shows performance is effective and is able to support large scale network.
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I. BACKGROUND

P2P networks are extremely vulnerable to large spectrum of attacks , with its self-organized and self-maintenance nature. This is mainly due to the lack of certification service responsible for identity verification and for authentication purposes.

We can solve some of the problems by verifying the authenticated nodes identities and by issuing public keys to the nodes for certification using traditional certificate-based public key infrastructure. PKI based on security protocol is difficult to deployed as many nodes that store certificates to each node may become invalid quickly as node churn is highly frequent in P2P network. Practically it is difficult to implement as each node requires more space to store public key certificates. If overlay nodes have a common shared key for secure communication then secured P2P overlay communication is efficient. In dynamic P2P overlay network achieving such an efficiency is difficult as a new key must be generated every time a node membership changes occurs in order to preserve secrecy.

II. INTRODUCTION

In Securing Key issuing trust level that is to be placed on third party is important. In regular transmission of data that the users supplies information must be blinded which is also called as blinding. The third party provides a partial private key which is called as blinded. That key is passed on many other third party. Once the users gets the key the users can unblind the keys and retrieve the information. Here the secured key is divide into several parts and any three of the key part can be used by the user to retrieve the information.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

We have four section namely system setup, peer registration, secure keying and system maintenance. In system setup phase we describe how KGC and KPA work in the beginning of the system. In Peer Registration phase and secure keying phase we describe how a peer joins the system. In system maintenance phase the maintenance of KPAs takes place.

The requirements of the system are:

- Secure peer registration:
- It must be able to a methodology to mitigate attacks such as man-in-middle attack, collusion attacks during peer registration phase.
- Robust system maintenance:
- The system must provide a online method to add new substitutional KPAs remove,
- identify malicious KPAs.
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- Secure key issuing:
  - The key that is being issued must be secure that will secure the keys without secure channel and defend attacks of all types.

The software requirements analysis (SRA) step of a software development process yields specifications that are used in software engineering. If the software is "semi automated" or user centered, software design may involve user experience design yielding a story board to help determine those specifications. If the software is completely automated (meaning no user or user interface), a software design may be as simple as a flow chart or text describing a planned sequence of events. There are also semi-standard methods like Unified Modeling Language and Fundamental modeling concepts. In either case some documentation of the plan is usually the product of the design.

A software design may be platform-independent or platform-specific, depending on the availability of the technology called for by the design.

**Design Considerations**

There are many aspects to consider in the design of a piece of software. The importance of each should reflect the goals the software is trying to achieve. Some of these aspects are:

- **Compatibility** – The software is able to operate with other products that are designed for interoperability with another product. Since our software is developed on java it is compatible with other products.
- **Packaging** - In java many packages are available. Thus we have used various packages which made coding simpler.
- **Reliability** - The software is able to perform a required function under stated conditions for a specified period of time. Hence the software reliable.
- **Reusability** - The modular components designed capture the essence of the functionality expected out of them and hence the modules are reusable.
- **Robustness** - The software is able to tolerate unpredictable or invalid input.
- **Usability** - The software has user friendly interface which makes its usability easy.

**IV. RESULT**

4.1 Creating Peer Node
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4.2 Register The Peer Node
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4.2.1: Register The Peer Node

4.2.2: Giving name to peer node

4.2.3: ID is received

4.3 Key Generation Centre
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4.4 Key Generation Process
4.5 Key Privacy Authority
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4.6 Key generation centre with key parts
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4.7 KPA with a key part
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4.9 Retrieving the key
4.9.1: Retrieving the key

4.10 Entering ID of the peer node
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4.11 Using the key parts
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4.12 Sending Message to Receiver Peer
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4.13 Confirmation
### 4.14 Receiving a Message

#### 4.14.1: Receiving a Message
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#### 4.15 Selection of KPAs

#### 4.15.1: Selection of KPAs
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### 4.16 Entering the peer’s ID

#### 4.16.1: Entering the peer’s ID
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### 4.17 Decryption

#### 4.17.1: Decryption
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4.18 Key display

4.19 Disconnected from KGC

4.20 KGC after disconnection

V. CONCLUSION & ENHANCEMENT

We have developed a secure key issuing scheme for P2P networks using IBC, SKIP. SKIP provides a peer registration service using Shamir’s (k,n) secret sharing scheme. We develop a secure key issuing protocol, which adopts KGC and KPAs to issue private keys to peers securely.

Our future work includes developing a scheme to authenticate KPAs, remove malicious ones and finding out alternate ones to join in the system using the BFT protocol.
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